In a re view essay surveying the literature which has appeared in the United States since Cowan first wrote, Judith McGaw notes that the bulk of scholarship on women has concerned itself with the technology of homemaking and the technology of the non-domestic workplace. Less attention has been devoted to areas falling outside Cowan's four fields such as, for example, 'technology as a tool for enhancing sex differences and reinforcing sexrole stereotypes through clothing, cosmetics and hairdressing; the technological preconditions for and consequences of women's increasing importance as consumers; and the differential impact on women of technologies generally examined only from a mascu line perspective.'3 This study will address itself to some of these neglected areas.
As a technology used by both women and men in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, photography suggests the com plex relationship of technology to social conventions and atti tudes in a way that studies of domestic or 'female' technologies do not. This preliminary examination of women and photography in Ontario 4 suggests that in the early years, women's responses to photographic technology clearly differed from those of men and that they did so in a manner which reflected social convic tions about women's scientific and artistic abilities, women's role in the family, women's relationship to other women and women's economic importance as consumers. Later, promoters of photography simply elaborated on these themes in their marketing of new forms of photographic technology. Not only did they use different promotional strategies to reach female camera buyers but they also employed women in advertisements as an effective strategy for conveying the impression that cameras were easy to use. Thus, even where women and men used the identical tech nology in a similar fashion, their activities were frequently perceived differently and the products of their efforts valued unequally. Not only did gender influence or limit access to the new technology of photography but women and men were assigned distinct roles in its development, production and dissemination, indicating the pervasiveness of contemporary assumptions about sex roles. It is hoped that these tentative findings about women's relationship to photography will demonstrate the impor tance of relating technology to gender and sex-role stereotypes.
For the first three decades following the invention of photog raphy in 1839, few women became photographers in their own right.
Photography in its early period was not the popular recreational pasttime that it would later become. It was dom inated by professionals and a small group of dedicated amateurs who practised it as a scientific pursuit. Societal conventions and attitudes dictated that the membership of these groups would be predominantly male and that women's enthusiastic re sponse to the new process would be channelled into less active forms of involvement with photography. Women's place in the photographer's studio during the early years of photography was, for the most part, in front of the camera rather than behind it.
News of the invention of the daguerreotype, named for its originator Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre, reached Toronto on 3 May 1839 when The, Va.tn.Lot reprinted a letter written by Samuel Morse from Paris .^ Vastly superior to earlier processes such as photogenic drawing, the daguerreotype captured the public imagination and had profound social consequences, particularly in North America where it remained the dominant process for the next fifteen years.6 It is not known when the first daguerreotypes were taken in Ontario but the first extant Toronto advertisement for 'photographic likenesses' appeared on 27 July 1841.7 price wars in Toronto sometimes resulted in the advertising of daguerreotype portraits for as little as one dollar. The editors of The lnde.pe.nde.nt observed, on the opening of a new daguerrean portrait studio in 1850, 'Our citizens should not lose so good an opportunity of having their likenesses taken "to the life" both for their own and their friends satisfaction, particularly when they can do so at so trifling a cost.'8 Despite the fact that the brilliance and clarity of the wellmade daguerreotype has not, in some respects, been surpassed by modern processes, the 'mirror image' had some significant defects, notably the inability of the daguerreotype process to produce duplicate images which led ultimately to its demise. By 1860 it was almost obsolete.
In the mid-1850s, photography was revolutionized by the introduction of the collodion process which was as fast as daguerreotypy and produced superb negatives on glass, thus allowing the duplication of images. The new process involved cleaning a glass plate, coating it with iodized collodion -guncotton dissolved in ether and alcohol -sensitizing it in a silver nitrate bath and then exposing and developing the plate before it had a chance to dry out. Hence it became known as the 'wetplate' process. Collodion positives on glass, actually negatives laid on a black backing, were known as ambrotypes and replaced the daguerreotype as the most popular form of photography in Canada in the late 1850s.^ The wet-collodion process dominated photography in Ontario until the mid-1880s. Requiring less skill and a modest investment in apparatus and materials in comparison with the daguerreotype process, it was practised by butchers, hairdressers, tobacconists, dentists and itinerant photographers who set up operations at the beach and fairground, making the photographic portrait accessible to most sectors of the population, including those who would never enter a studio.
During the early years of photography, social conventions were not particularly conducive to its adoption by the upper and middle-class women who had the necessary leisure and financial resources to pursue it as a hobby. In particular, the close association of photography with science mitigated against serious involvement by women. In an age which was fascinated by the wonders of science and technology, photography was described by a British observer in 185 5 as 'par excellence THE scientific amusement of the higher classes.'10 Nineteenth century women of the upper and middle classes were not totally ignorant of new developments in science, but their knowledge of the physical sciences was not generally sufficient to encourage or permit an interest in photography. It is true that the new girls' academies, seminaries and colleges increasingly featured science, especially natural history, as part of the curriculum, that a growing number of books and magazine articles about science were directed at women and that women made up a sub stantial proportion of audiences at public scientific lectures. Nevertheless, this instruction wsa rudimentary compared with that received by boys of the same class, and it was frequently rationalized on the grounds that it would make women more stimu lating companions to men and would fit them to instruct their children in scientific matters. Women were encouraged to become '"cultivators" of science, not necessarily "practitioners."'H In addition, it was felt that women's interest in science was most appropriately expressed through the healthful pursuit of natural history -perhaps an expedition to the seaside to collect shells or fossils, or a romp through the fields with a butterfly net.
Photography, in contrast to the more ladylike study of natural history, demanded a considerable chemical expertise during the daguerreotype and wet-plate eras. Early photographers were, of course, responsible for developing and printing their own images, requiring the possession of a home darkroom stocked with the many chemicals necessary for every stage of the opera tion. The wet-collodion process which demanded that the plate be developed immediately following exposure made photography in the field a formidable undertaking for women who were hampered not only by extremely restrictive clothing but also by notions of female frailty and delicacy. Outdoor photography required, in addition to a portable darkroom -a tent-like structure which collapsed into a large box -chemicals for coating, sensitizing, developing and fixing glass plates, dishes and tanks and a container for water and of course the camera, plateholders and tripod.i2 AS a later article on photography for 'lady amateurs' observed in 1884: For many years photography was a sealed book to any but those of wealth and leisure, or making it their profession. A donkey-load of apparatus and some most fearfully poisonous ingrédients were required. The baths left ineffaceable stains on the fingers; the whole apparatus was cumbersome, heavy and costly. 13 Photography during its early years was complicated, awkward, expensive and intimidating; it was also dangerous. Many other photographers were killed or incapacitated by their frequent contacts with poisonous mercury compounds and ether fumes; still others, as well as unsuspecting members of their families, died as a result of accidentally ingesting such compounds as potassium iodide, silver nitrate or potassium cyanide. Photography was, and was widely known to be, a highly dangerous pursuit. Upper and middle-class women who wished to engage in it risked being regarded as eccentric, if not lunatic, by families and friends who regarded photography as an activity which was totally in appropriate for a refined and respectable woman.
The constraints imposed by the technology of early photog raphy thus combined with social conventions about femininity to channel women's enormous enthusiasm into a passive rather than active participation in the new process of making photo graphs. Women flocked in droves to the photographer's studio where they were promised by one Toronto photographer that they might 'have an opportunity of seeing their beautiful selves transformed by living light into pictures of Silver, set in Ca*fee£4 o^ Gold.'
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Like their male contemporaries, women were impressed with the low price of the photographic likeness in comparison with the painted miniature. They marvelled at the realism of the photographic portrait although they also ex pressed a certain ambivalence about its unfailing truthfulness, sometimes less flattering than the paintedlikeness. Acknow ledging the importance of their feminine clientele, photographers offered specific instructions to their female subjects as to how they might obtain the most satisfactory product:
... a lady, inclined to stoutness and of extra height, should select a color for the principal robe which disguises these deviations from the "juste milieu." Black, which &bi>o>ib& all lum inous rays, has the effect to djunln<l*k the apparent bulk, and black, therefore, is her appropriate color .... A pale, complexion is improved, by a patz-gKttn head-dress into a delicate pink hue, through the operation of the principle of haJimoni.ou6 contiCLAt <ln aotoKh. . • ; while one of l2.m0n-ye.lZ0u) would heighten this paleness to very ghastliness.^- something which it appears that nineteenth-century fathers rarely did. Groups of women visited the studio as an affirma tion of their participation in the group and in celebration of their accomplishments -clubs, sports teams, co-workers, classes of schoolgirls, participants in theatrical productions, members of voluntary organizations. The evidence of the photo graphs, confirming literary documentation of the strength of nineteenth-century women's friendships, suggests that ties between women were extremely strong.*1 it was very common for female friends to visit the studio together, and sisters or mothers and daughters often regrouped as a unit at the photog rapher's studio even after marriage had separated them. Women frequently visited the studio alone to obtain a likeness for their own satisfaction or perhaps to present as a gift to friends and relatives, choosing a costume which particularly pleased them or which had some special significance, such as a uniform, a theatrical eus tome or even a new hat they had trimmed them selves. Finally they used photography to observe important rituals and rites of passage -most frequently marriage, but also christenings, confirmation, 'coming out' in society, gradu ation, wedding anniversaries and widowhood.
Another instance of women's indirect but significant support for the new process of photography was their enthusiastic par ticipation in several photographic crazes which swept Europe and North America in the 1850s and 1860s. In the same way that women had been encouraged to express their interest in natural history by collecting and labelling fossils and butter flies, rather than by pursuing serious academic studies of their subjects, so too did they learn that it was more appropriate 33 for them to collect photographs than to make them. The inven tion of stereo photography led to the acquisition of a stereo scope by virtually every upper and middle-class family. Look ing at stereo views, which give an impression of threedimensionality considered quite novel at the time, became a popular form of parlour amusement.
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A stereoscope with one dozen views could be purchased for as little as twenty-five cents in Toronto in I860, and one dealer advertised a wide range of views of the United States, Europe, Asia, Canadian cities, portraits of the Royal Family and other celebrities, mythical and scriptural subjects, ghost pictures and stereo scopic valentines.
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After 1861, which saw the spectacular launching of 'cartomania,' women avidly collected, following the example of Queen Victoria herself, caKtz de vlbtta por traits -small photographs mounted on a card measuring approx imately 2% x 4 inches -of friends, relatives and celebrities. When the obvious need for some means of storing and organizing all these portraits led to the marketing of the photograph al bum, women, as the traditional record-keepers of the family, generally assumed responsibility for maintaining it.
Looking at photographs and albums, and perhaps sharing and exchanging images with their friends, came to be seen as activities that were particularly appropriate for leisured women, ranking with novel-reading, letter-writing and fancy needlework. In fact, it was common fer photographers, in selecting props appropriate to their subject, to pose female subjects much more frequently than males with a photograph album, a stereoscope or holding photographs in their hands.
Despite the constraints and conventions which limited active female participation in photography during the daguerreotype and wet-plate eras, some women did manage to achieve success as serious amateur and professional photographers. Upper and middle-class women were sometimes able to engage in amateur photography, despite its close association with science because of the 'double aspect' of early nineteenth century photography reflected in the two kinds of photographers who produced the earliest images. While one group consisted of 'chemists, optics engineers and all those who liked to dabble in science,' photog raphy was also practised by a significant number of former painters and art students.
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In fact, a debate raged through out the nineteenth century over whether photography constituted a science or a fine art. 2 * Early female amateur photographers, almost without exception, perceived photography as demanding sensitivity, an appreciation of beauty and a highly developed artistic ability. In the London QucLA.te.lZy Review in 1857, Lady Elizabeth Eastlake, wife of Sir Charles Eastlake, the first president of the Photographic Society, defended the practice of taking a picture slightly out of focus to enhance its ar tistic beauty, dismissing the objections of the devotees of scientific photography :
As soon could an accountant admit the morality of a false balance, or a seamstress the neatness of a puckered seam, as your merely scientific photog rapher be made to comprehend the possible beauty of "a slight kliiM", His mind proud science never taught to doubt the closest connexion between cause and effect, and the suggestion that the worse photography could be the better art was not only strange to him, but discordant.27
It was but a short step from here to the argument that women's sensitivity and artistic talents made them particularly suitable for certain kinds of photography, notably portraiture. Such reasoning helps to explain the success of a few isolated in dividuals, outstanding among whom was Julia Margaret Cameron in England who became internationally famous for her portraits of royalty, literary figures and other celebrities.
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The rather more significant numbers of women who succeeded as commercial, rather than amateur, photographers in the early decades belonged to a third group of practitioners whose mem bers dominated the field after the 1850s. The tradesmenphotographers brought a 'mercantilist attitude' to the practice of photography; for them, the problem of whether photography constituted an art or a science 'caused no anguish.'29 In the face of the necessity of earning a living, early women photog raphers of the 'tradesmen' class were presumably less troubled than their more affluent sisters by notions of female scientific and technical ineptitude. It is increasingly being recognized by historians of photography that women, although a minority, were more active in the early years of the profession than has been acknowledged to date. As Koltun has observed, however, women who were hired as photographer's assistants were not so lucky, advertisements for assistants or operators in the 1860s offering wages of between $400 and $500 per annum.
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Despite this activity on the part of a few women photographers, women during the daguerreotype and wet-plate eras remained mar ginal in the profession. We know of none who were landscape photographers. Most female commercial photographers specialized in portraiture and it was widely believed that as women, being more tactful and patient, they were more adept at photographing uncooperative children. At any rate, their activities did little to counter the public image of the serious photographer as male. As late as 1880, the imprints of a Miss Dukelow of Iroquois, Ontario, described her as the 'only Lady Photographer in Canada,' a claim that was patently false. 4 3 This brazen falsehood, however, tells us clearly that women photographers in Ontario were indeed perceived as a rarity if one could make such a claim and expect it to be believed. In the public mind, women were consumers, not producers, of photographs and photog raphy remained an activity for which most women were considered 37 neither suited nor qualified.
During the 1880s and 1890s a number of important changes occurred both in the technology of photography and in the prevailing beliefs about what constituted appropriate behaviour for women. Photography became less complex, less expensive and much more accessible to the non-professional. Women, at the same time, were entering the labour force and institutions of higher learning in greater numbers than ever before, challenging many of the traditional constraints on their activities, and gen erally becoming much more visible in the world outside the home.
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As a result, significant numbers of women began to par ticipate more actively in photography as photographers rather than as mere consumers of photographs. Their activities, how ever, did not lead to a new respect for the woman photographer nor to a rejection of traditional ideas about woman's inability to cope with complex technology. On the contrary, the promotion of the new simplified photographic technology helped to reinforce both the widespread perception of women as technically incom petent and the association of serious photography with men.
The first major technological breakthrough occurred in the early 1880s when the invention of the gelatin dry plate opened up photography to the amateur. These commercially-manufactured glass plates were delivered from the factory ready to use, already coated with a durable sensitized emulsion. This meant that the photographer no longer had to prepare the plates in the darkroom and could develop them at leisure, eliminating the need for a cumbersome portable darkroom. Lower cost, too, made photography increasingly accessible with the dry-plate process. A complete outfit, consisting of a bellows camera with lens, plate holder, tripod and carrying case could be had for ten dollars and a set for printing, toning, fixing and mounting prints was available for less than five dollars." The lighterweight cameras and greater convenience of the new process re sulted in an enormous increase in the number of amateur photog raphers. In the early 1880s a flood of new equipment and photo graphic manuals aimed at these amateurs, many of whom were women, appeared on the market. Representations of women dominated the abundant printing -advertising products, decorating cal endars, and gracing postcards. Like flowers, birds, cherubs, and flaming sunsets, female faces and figures were commonly used by artists and photog raphers. As decorative elements, they were attached to products as diverse as jewellry, tobacco, soap powder, sailboats, and books, used to catch attention, please, and sell.52
Female models, unlike the rare males who were occasionally used in advertisements for cameras, attempted to charm the potential consumer, but for Eastman they served an additional useful purpose. His objective was to demystify photography, and female models, especially little girls who were perceived as lacking any technical abilities, simply reinforced the mes sage of the simplicity of the Kodak system. If they could use a Kodak camera or operate a home developing machine, then surely anybody could.53
In keeping with modern advertising techniques, Eastman also targeted women as a distinct market for photographic equipment and supplies which he set out to capture by identifying photog raphy with an image or lifestyle that would appeal to women, specially young women. In 1901, he launched the Kodak Girl Campaign in a successful attempt to create a symbol which iden tified photography with leisure, glamour and femininity. 5^ «p^g Kodak Girl image was intimately linked to the popular concep tion of the New Woman, a product of major social changes affect ing women, particularly young unmarried women, large numbers of whom were seeking higher education, taking employment and thus gaining financial independence from their parents, and becoming much more physically active than nineteenth-century conventions had permitted. The Kodak Girl followed in the tradition of another New Woman symbol -the Gibson Girl, an enormously suc cessful cartoon character created in the 1890s by the American Charles Dana Gibson.
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Both the Gibson Girl and the Kodak Girl functioned as symbols which captured the idealized essence of contemporary young womanhood -modern, active, elegant, sophis ticated, independent but not so bold as to be thought unrespectable. Although Eastman was certainly not the only camera manufacturer to make use of women in advertising, no other cam paign rivalled the enormous popular appeal of the Kodak Girl.
In targeting women as a distinct market for Kodak cameras, Eastman also catered to what were perceived as feminine tastes and concerns. Ads directed at women tended to describe the cameras as simple to operate, lightweight, stylish and elegant. In 1926, Kodak introduced the Petite -according to the ads, a diminutive camera, gay and joyous to the eye and available in five charming hues. This was followed in 1928 by the Vanity Kodak, a camera and matching case embossed with gold and lined with silk, available in shades of Bluebird, Cockatoo, Jenny Wren, Redbreast and Seagull. Later that year, both Kodak and Ansco marketed, for the height of fashionable elegance, a coloured camera and vanity case with matching lipstick holder, compact, mirror and change pocket. The 'feminine' camera, however, turned out to be less than successful as a marketing ploy, as some colours proved more popular than others and women would frequently leave at home a camera whose colour didn't match their ensemble of the day. By 1934, popular cameras had reverted to basic black. 5 6 It should be noted that the only serious attempt by Kodak to link its cameras with the prevailing image of masculinity occurred during the First World War. Sol diers were encouraged to buy the Vest Pocket Kodak camera, ad vertised as 'The Soldier's Kodak camera,' and to 'Make your own picture record of the War.'57 There never was, however, anything resembling a Kodak Boy.
Whether or not women were responding to Kodak's appeals to their feminity, they took up photography with a vengeance. After the turn of the century cameras gradually became accessible to a much wider range of women, including many working women, than had been true in the past. 5 * The evidence of the photographs suggests that young women responded.most readily to the new popu larity of photography and that they were most likely to use their cameras in the types of situations suggested by the ads. Young working women recorded their expeditions to the park or the beach with their friends. Schoolgirls took a camera to summer camp, and it is rare to find a group portrait at camp that doesn't contain several cameras somewhere in the picture. One summer camp in Algonquin Park in 1911 featured its own adolescent camp counsellor on photography who produced high quality images of life at camp in her own darkroom. We know little about the conditions under which these women worked. The employment of women in the photographic industry and the fact that they were assigned certain operations in par ticular has not generally been considered worthy of analysis by historians of photography.
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Much of this work, however, must have involved prolonged exposure to dangerous chemicals in a poorly ventilated setting. One young Ottawa woman, Elizabeth Archibald, took up photography as a trade when in her early twenties, going to work in the studio of the renowned society photographer, William Topley, in the late 1880s. She remained in the studio for ten years during which time she also began to take her own photographs and develop them at home. While we cannot know for certain what caused the gradual deterioration of her health during those years and her untimely death in 1897 at the age of thirty-one, the members of her family have always believed that she was poisoned by the chemicals with which she worked. 7 8 if so, she was probably not the only female casualty of the photographic industry.
The employment of women workers in the photographic industry and the achievements of some women as serious amateur and pro fessional photographers did not lead to any revision of the widely held ideas about women's scientific ineptitude and in ability to cope with complex technology. It was the Kodak Girl, not the serious amateur with her dry-plates and tripod, who came to symbolize the woman photographer. The popular image of the female photographer was shaped not by the activities of individ ual women but by the photographic industry which reinforced traditional views of femininity in order to sell cameras. Ads for cameras and supplies consistently implied that women were vain and preoccupied with fashion, that they were lacking in technical expertise, and that they used their cameras for pecu liarly feminine purposes. While women were increasingly welcomed as consumers of film and camera equipment, their status within the profession remained marginal. An illuminating example of the societal attitudes which mitigated against women achieving commercial success in photography is an article on the work of Minna Keene, 'How a Woman Found Fame With a Camera,' which appeared in Ma.cLo.an'4 Magazine, in 1926. 79 Keene, a 'homeloving wife and mother, of Oakville, Ontario' had won interna tional recognition for her pictorialist studies and was a Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society, the only woman in Canada and one of only six women to have earned this honour. The author of the article, Alan Maurice Irwin, waxes rhapsodic over Keene's talents as an artist -one would never realize from the ar ticle that she must have worked with chemicals and fairly sophis ticated camera equipment -and simply cannot restrain his frequent expressions of admiration for this 'charming hostess' and 'home lover.' He concludes: 'Artistically, she is a suc cess. Commercially? There is too much of the artist in this woman, who is first of all a successful wife and mother, to worry about commercial recognition.' He neglects to point out that a male photographer with similar talents would not have had to feel himself demeaned by achieving commercial, in addition to artistic, success.
This study of women and photography in Ontario, it is hoped, helps to illuminate somewhat the complex nature of the relation ship between gender and technology, and shows that the intro duction of a new and potentially gender-neutral technology does not necessarily lead to the revision of traditional attitudes and beliefs about sex roles. Indeed the technology can help to reinforce the existing belief structures. Women responded en thusiastically to photography but their active participation as photographers was constrained by conventional ideas about femin inity and their work was not accorded the same respect as that of male photographers. Indeed most photographic images pro duced by women during these years remained invisible, for women were excluded from the control of the industries which deter mined how photographs were used. Photographic images of women abounded, in advertising, in the press, in periodical litera ture, in pornographic publications, in books; yet most of those who produced these images were men, as were almost all of those who exercised the power of selection. Images made by women and images reflecting women's perceptions of themselves and their experiences remained private images so long as women lacked access to. the technologies of dissemination. Photography pro vided some women with a new career alternative and many others, both serious amateurs and female 'snapshooters,' with pleasure, enhanced self-esteem, and an opportunity to create visual rec ords of their own experiences. Yet ironically, both those photographic images which achieved widespread public visibility and the advertising of photographic equipment and supplies con tributed to the perpetuation of traditional negative stereo types about women's natures and capabilities.
